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1. R EVIEW I NTRODUCTION & T ERMS OF R EFER ENCE
Council commissioned a review of the Killafaddy Saleyard which commenced in January 2012. The
Killafaddy Livestock Market (‘The Market’) is conducted at the saleyards weekly. Council owns the
land and derives various revenue streams from the conduct of this market, but has been recording an
increasing annual deficit on the operation of this site.
This review sought to establish:
·

What role the saleyards play in the context of the Tasmanian Agricultural Industry

·

What trends are apparent in relation to the usage of the saleyards and the potential
implications of these trends

·

The key drivers of usage and non-usage of the saleyards

·

The profile of the typical users of the Killafaddy Saleyard

·

Peripheral benefits for the Launceston Community from the operation of saleyards

·

What options exist to ameliorate any shortfalls

The approach used for the review included:
-

Desk research into the industry in general and specifically, into the usage of livestock saleyards.

-

Liaising with other saleyards on the mainland and field visits to Killafaddy and Quoiba saleyards
in Tasmania.

-

Reviewing Council financial data.

-

Conducting interviews with various stakeholders of the Killafaddy Saleyard including Council
officers and saleyard employees; agricultural industry bodies (TFGA); Livestock agents (Roberts,
Elders and Independents); Processors (JBS Swift) and Transport operators. Contact was also made
with farmers at these yards however no formal interviews were conducted.

The review entailed unraveling a very complex interplay of issues in order to understand Killafaddy
Saleyard’s position. Whilst recommendations based on findings were outside the scope of this review,
based on feedback from interviewees, it is apparent a thorough understanding of the issues is
required to facilitate sense-making and informed decision-making. To this end, a summary of
conclusions has been remitted at key points in the report.
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1.1 R E VI E W L I M I T AT I ONS

The review was limited in scope and so precluded the inclusion of farmers operating independently
of identified stakeholder roles above1. Farmers will need to be consulted if major changes do occur at
Killafaddy Saleyard. Based on our interviewing experiences we would caution against convening
community-style consultations due to the potential for interference from vested and more outspoken
interests - both of which have potential to misrepresent issues from less vocal segments of the
community.

1

That is to say some stakeholders were also farmers themselves.
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2. E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
Launceston City Council (LCC) developed and commenced operating the Killafaddy Saleyards in
1924. The saleyard is currently the only public, independent saleyard operating in Tasmania
alongside 7 owned by one corporate agent and 1 by another agent. According to most recent figures
(2007), collectively these 9 saleyards account for 1% of sheep sales and 2% of beef sales nationally.
Killafaddy saleyard currently comprises 222 sheep pens (accommodating 30 sheep per pen); 90 cattle
pens (accommodating 14 trade or 9 large cattle); parking; truck wash; canteen; toilets, ablution
facilities including lockers; and, meeting rooms.
According to review interviewees the strengths of Killafaddy saleyard are their centrality; road access
especially entry/egress mitigating traffic problems; good basic facilities; disease free environment for
stock; soft surfaces decreasing potential for stress and injury to beasts important to both processors
and on-sell buyers; safety railings; swift and efficient loading/unloading facilities; and a place to
“meet and greet”.
Two discernible categories emerged in interviewee’s assessment of the saleyards’ weaknesses - stock
processing and maintenance. The former specifically related to truck drivers having to wait around to
load; needing to brand cattle in pens (an electronic alternative is in use elsewhere); needing to be in
(cattle) runs to operate gates so as to move cattle; some bruising of cattle feet (due to inconsistent
surfacing); selling of mixed lots (which processors find difficult to subsequently trace); stock being
penned overnight without security; and, inflexibility to run large sales outside standard sale day
(Tuesdays).
In respect to maintenance, whilst it was recognized that saleyards are inherently dangerous places to
work, attention was requested for gate latches, some of which needed replacing and also addressing
the uneven (concrete) flooring.
Some weaknesses attributed to the saleyards are ostensibly outside the control of the yard including
unpredictable and/or low throughput negating attraction of mainland buyers (arguably unrealistic
when Tasmania’s total share of saleyard sales is minimal) and selling some stock of questionable
quality (the opposite to which may have potential to draw mainland buyers).
Whilst opinions were expressed regarding inadequate fees, lack of contracts spreading risk and
guaranteeing income (at least to offset spending on upgrading) they subscribe to the prevailing view
the saleyard is underperforming which is not supported by evidence and data gathered for this
review.
The performance of Killafaddy is a reflection of market dynamics and conditions not ineffective asset
management nor redundancy. Counterarguments expressed re. the latter focused on alternate uses
for the site which were said to be limited due to site characteristics (e.g. flood proneness); limited
potential for residential development due to stagnant population growth and ample sites for
residential development elsewhere in Launceston; and, remediation costs (a parallel to which was
drawn to Homebush in Sydney).
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The scale and compactness of stock trading in Tasmania differentiate it from the mainland and have
contributed to a unique set of market dynamics and conditions - in particular, the impact of
seasonality (and the drought), competitive dynamics, inherent nature of auctioneering and the nexus
of responsibility. These together underpin Killafaddy Saleyard’s performance both real and imagined.
Seasonality - the impacts of a decade long drought
Killafaddy Saleyard’s income peaked between Financial Years (FY) 03 to 06 and again in FY 07, 08 and
09 - of the latter the highest was recorded for FY08.
In FY 07, 08 and 09 both beef and sheep farmers recorded significant negative incomes.
Sheep farmers recorded negative build-up in stocks in FY 07 and 08 - the latter year showing the most
significant trough. Beef farmers recorded dwindling stocks in FY 07 and negative build-up of stock in
FY 08 and 09 - like sheep farmers, FY 08 showed the most significant trough.
The best trading year of recent times for Killafaddy (FY 08) was the worst year of the drought. These
findings demonstrate that Killafaddy Saleyard’s performance is directly linked to stock scarcity fueled
by seasonal fluctuations experienced directly by farmers.
(As a footnote to seasonality, those interviewed in this review also maintained that there is a spike in
auction activity at Killafaddy during winter due to scarcity of stock and lack of suitable sale facilities
(i.e. hard floors rather than soil required for mobilising large beasts)).
The foregoing discussion raises the question of whether the past few years have been stable enough to
be indicative of Killafaddy Saleyard’s performance, post-drought? More importantly, as climate
change heralds more periods of drought in the future, what performance measure or benchmark is
pertinent to use?
Auctioneering - dynamics & trends
Confirming the above, of all sale methods, sale by auction for both beef and sheep peaked in FY 08
accounting for 48% of beef stock sales in Tasmania and 49% of sheep stock sales.
It should be noted that along with auctions and paddock sales, two new sales avenues were
introduced since the period FY 03 to 06 namely, “Over the Hooks” (OTH) where sales are made direct
to processors based on an opening price - a final price being agreed, post-kill; and, “On-line
Auctions” using the internet2.
Whilst sale via auction peaked for beef in FY 08, anticipated scarcity fuelled reliance on auctions in FY
07 also (accounting for 45% of sales). Prevalence of auction sales for beef continued into FY 09
(accounting for 42% of beef sales). However, FY 10 saw a dramatic drop in use of auctions to 23%
offset by paddock sales at 39% and OTH sales at 38%. In FY 11 OTH sales were far and away the
most used sales method accounting for 46% of beef sales. Notably, throughout both FY 10 and 11

2

Readers are referred to page 12 and 13 for detailed definitions of sales methods and page 17 for a notional diagram of where these it in the

livestock supply chain.
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build-up of beef stocks were at their highest - almost on a par with FY 03 (noting FY 03 returned a
peak in income for Killafaddy, albeit without the threat of OTH selling).
Where beef sales methods changed dramatically in FY 10, the same trend happened a year earlier
with sheep sales so that in FY 09 sales at auction accounted for 23% offset by OTH sales at 33% and
paddock sales at 26%.
Sales by other methods (i.e. On-line auctions) impacted sheep sales more than beef - in FY 09 this
method peaked for sheep at 18% where for beef the peak was in FY 08 - and lower that sheep at 12%.
Significantly less reliance is evidence since - On-line auctions only accounted for 0.5% of beef sales in
FY 10 compared with 11% of sheep sales for the same year.
Managing around seasonality, availability of agricultural land (including drought impacts and land
lost to other uses such as tree farming) and consequent supply and demand dynamics is a challenge
for livestock farmers; the choice of sales method is said to be dependent on depth of farming
experience and what is incentivized.
Some interviewees lamented the loss in transfer of knowledge and experience during the drought
which, alongside other supply factors, may have facilitated greater reliance on standard measures
and sales by weight (rather than quality) implicit to OTH sales.
According to some interviewees incentives to attain reasonable returns has resulted in holding back
stock from auction and “drip feeding” where volumes of stock are presented for sale on one occasion
followed by fewer stock sold on the following occasion - thereby achieving higher sale prices for the
latter.
Where OTH sales on the surface seem to offer a good deal, penalties (% discounts) accrued post-kill
on a few head of stock, based on unknowns prior to the kill (e.g. fat content of meat, marbling etc)
results in the per kilo price agreed beforehand to be significantly reduced (e.g. the price for 354 lambs
was discounted by 6% per kilo because 16 lambs didn’t comply with prescribed standards; beef
accrues discounts up to 16% to 18% per kilo). This sales method is used by supermarkets who
inherently seek volume discounts.
Aside from a requisite for volume, the disincentive for paddock sales is no control over Occupational
Health and Safety risks (i.e. no pens, railings etc) thus making it riskier that OTH sales.
The main impactors on auctioneering are clearly OTH sales (linked to supermarkets), willingness of
agents (and farmers) to procure stock for sale and the effects of seasonal fluctuations. Around 70% of
OTH sales are primed for export and, of the remaining 30%, well over three quarters (80%) is
domestic (expressly for supermarkets).
Whilst much mention was made of the need for volume at saleyard auctions, it should be noted that
volume favours agents and buyers, not sellers who leverage a greater return on the basis of scarcity,
not abundance. Agents rely on volume to leverage a higher ratio between cost and income (noting
Tasmania is not a volume proposition nor ever will be).

Further, volume buyers (such as

supermarkets) have no interest in, nor support small farmers with smaller stock holdings.
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A number of individuals interviewed for this review maintained there is insufficient market
differentiation in stock and expressed a desire for more differentiation in sales at Killafaddy
(including not selling mixed lots). Noting that high quality is synonymous with a premium price and
volume is synonymous with low price - and further, that quality is scarcer than volume, this may be a
very auspicious idea as it mimics scarcity and thus potentially, delivers reasonable returns to farmers.
It also represents an opportunity to draw mainland buyers predicated on quality of Tasmanian
produce (currently monopolised by OTH processors) - thereby showcasing less stock and drawing in
more buyers.
The main advantage of differentiation is that it can flatten out peaks and troughs during times of
scarcity and abundance.
The alternative to differentiation is rationalisation - if this were to occur in the case of saleyards it
would concentrate volume and may also result in an unsustainably low sale prices and, consequently
a lower return to farmers (see article in appendix 2.2).
Competitive dynamics - duopolies and monopolies
Where the industry structure and supply chain3 are the same in Tasmania and Australia, the use of
sales methods and ownership of them is very different4.
Of 9 saleyards in Tasmania, 7 are owned and operated by one of two corporate agents; one is
operated by the other corporate agent and is uniquely used (i.e. for store cattle sales); the remaining
saleyard is operated independently by LCC - used by the latter agent due to reportedly costprohibitive fees charged at the other saleyards.
There is a perception of a lack of competition in existing saleyards due to concentration of ownership
- quite possibly an incentive to pursue alternative sales methods (remembering that OTH sales is a
relatively recent phenomenon and that On-line auctions are the exclusive purview of the corporate
agent with the greatest share of saleyards).
The proliferation of single-owner operated saleyards serves to dissipate whatever volume exists
precluding Killafaddy gaining traction to amass volume - noting, of course, this is dependent on
agents’ and farmers’ willingness to procure stock for sale. Incentives to do so are reduced if agents
can match returns outside the auction system and/or if they have their own Fully serviced yards.
Furthermore, it is publicly recognized that rationalisation of saleyards will not occur until Killafaddy
closes - to do otherwise would mean Killafaddy saleyards may potentially increase throughput and
sales and, in the process, appear viable.
In effect, this risks the entire “pie” becoming smaller rather than bigger by curtailing trade for small
farmers (a hitherto unknown quantity) due to the requisite for volume. Even re-sale may be costprohibitive noting 1 beast can be re-sold 4 times earning an agent the same commission 4 times over
whilst farmers amortise the costs of “value-adding” (i.e. buying a beast for $1,000 fattening them up
over 6 months and re-selling at $1,200).

3
4

See notional industry structure diagram on page 17.
See notional livestock supply chain in Tasmania diagram on page 21.
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Processors (OTH operators), as well as buying direct from farmers, also buy direct from saleyards to
cut agents out; take greater control of price and quality of product; and, to better schedule processing
(e.g. avoid paddocking) - notably, only 1 of the 2 processors in Tasmania frequents saleyards - the
other does not.
Processors value-add to their purchases using differentiated branding which means they can charge a
premium for what they deem to be “high quality”, when on-selling product. Livestock farmers,
unlike a wine grower in Tasmania who invests in growing their product and packaging it to attract a
premium price, do not currently have access to this value-add process.
Nexus of responsibility - in whose backyard?
It has been confirmed in this review that the dilemma facing LCC is shared by mainland Councils
operating independent saleyards.

What sets Killafaddy apart however, is that it is the only

independent saleyard in the entire state of Tasmania - farmers in other mainland states have recourse
to use multiple independent saleyards operated by different Councils. In addition, the concentration
of saleyard ownership is unmatched on the mainland.
Two prevailing views were expressed by interviewees during the course of the review regarding the
responsibility and role Council has in the saleyard namely, that 1) Launceston is an urban centre and
therefore should not accommodate a livestock saleyard nor trucks carrying livestock through the
City; and, users of the saleyards reside outside the boundaries of the City of Launceston, alternately 2)
Launceston is a regional not a capital city surrounded by farms; the region (i.e. Northern Tasmania)
focuses on agricultural production; Launceston is a vital and key contributor to the gross regional
product and vice versa; the competitive position of the saleyard and its importance to the Tasmanian
livestock industry cannot be underestimated; and, Launceston ratepayers and the Tasmanian
population may be impacted by Killafaddy’s closure via a rise in meat prices.
The closure of the Killafaddy saleyard cannot be viewed solely in a local context as it may well have
state-wide implications especially in regards to the breadth of potential losses accrued by smaller
farms. This extends beyond loss of income and jobs to their potential to yield premium, value-adding,
small herd stock which may ultimately contribute to Tasmania’s competitive position as a premium
producer.
Although backed up by hard industry data, this review was largely qualitative in nature with little
representation from farmers and particularly smaller farmers. Thus the gravity of impact remains an
unknown as does a quantified insight into Killafaddy Saleyard users - noting that the saleyard is used
for different purposes (e.g. top ups), at different times (e.g. sales cannot be run at Powranna in winter)
and with differing regularity (i.e. weekly, monthly etc.) by different cohorts (e.g. agents, individuals,
individuals buying in collectives) by anywhere from 40 to 70 people per sale.
In light of the results of the review two distinct tasks remain which will contribute to informed
decision-making:
1.

Convert and analyse detailed, manually captured Killafaddy sales data to ·

Better understand volume throughput and fluctuations;
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·

Generate lists of sellers and buyers (for marketing communications and use in part of task 2);

·

Establish asset capitalisation options and cost/benefit (e.g. price points and fee structure,
value-added services, whether there is a case for more differentiated sale days and determine
a break-even point).

2.

Canvas farmers and saleyard users ·

Convene small-group consultations using a specialised, targeted consultation technique
(capturing small farm operators and agents based on data generated in task 1);

·

Profile current users in a series of on-site surveys over a number of trading days and period
of time (guided by and calibrated against analysis of sales from task 1) enabling -

differentiation and profiling of sellers and buyers, their geographical origin, stock volume
bought or sold and frequency of visit to the saleyard.

-

facilitate insight into who may be disadvantaged by the closure of Killafaddy Saleyard or,
alternately, identify who the saleyard needs to strategically target to better performance.

·

Determine multiplier effects of Killafaddy sale days on Launceston’s economy.
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2. O PERATING C ONTEXT
2.1 L I VE S T OC K I NDU S T RY T R E NDS & C HA NGE S

This section of the report serves to contextualize the performance of Killafaddy Saleyard. Where, in
the course of speaking to stakeholders during this review, it was often assumed the saleyards were
“underperforming”5 , the following analyses and discussion demonstrate the opposite.
The drought in Tasmania, or more pointedly the end of the drought, pegged at financial year 2008/09
(FY 2008/09), signaled significant change for the saleyards.
2. 1. 1 K E Y F A R M I N G S T A T I S T I C S (T A S M A N I A )

Key indicators analysed and discussed in this sub-section include fluctuations in the number of
livestock (and mixed livestock and agricultural) farms, livestock farm business profit and buildup in
stock levels over a 10 year period which encapsulates the drought.

5

Defined variously in terms of both expectations and reality linked to financials, stock throughput, facilities etc.
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2. 1. 1. 1 L I V E S T O C K F A R M C O U N T S

IN

TASMA NIA

Graph 1 shows beef and sheep farm counts including mixed use farms for each respectively. Of note
is the offset between these two types of farms - particularly sheep farms peaking towards the end of
the drought and outnumbering beef farms, where in the early 000’s the inverse was the case. The
decrease in beef farms coincides with a drop in income levels for Killafaddy Saleyard (see Section
3.2.1)

Graph 1.

Estimated beef & sheep farm counts in Tasmania (FY 2001 - 2011).
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2. 1. 1. 2 L I V E S T O C K F A R M B U S I N E S S P R O F I T

IN

TAS MANIA

Graph 2 depicts business profit for Tasmanian beef and sheep farms. The impact of the drought is
evident between FY 2005/06 to FY 2008/09. Despite a sharp tunaround into the positive commencing
at FY 2008/09, the dashed trend line running though the graph is still heading towards the negative
which indicates farm profit has not yet staibilised.

Graph 2.

Estimated beef & sheep farm business profit in Tasmania (FY 2001 - 2011) (average $’s
per annum).
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Source: ABARE Economics
Note: farm business profit includes cash income plus buildup in trade stocks minus depreciation and value of family and non-family labour.

2. 1. 1. 3 B U I L D U P

IN

LI VES TOC K TRADE STOC K

IN

T ASMANIA

Graph 3 isolates buildup in trade stocks from profits featured in the previous graph. Trade stocks
include herd size, wool stocks and broadacre crops in the case of mixed farms. Whilst the peaks and
troughs in the two graphs are similar, trade stocks tend to spike sharper than overall profit.
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Buildup trade stocks in Tasmania became significantly depleted in FY 2007/08 (a peak income year
for the Killafaddy saleyards - see section 3.2.1).

Buildup in trade stocks peaked in FY 2009/10

(coinciding with a drop in income for the Killafaddy saleyards - see section 3.2.1) to pre-drought
levels with sheep stocks actually eclipsing FY 2000/01 levels and beef stocks being on a par with FY
2002/03 levels.

Graph 3.

Estimated beef & sheep farm buildup in trading stock in Tasmania (FY 2000 - 2011) ($’s)
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2. 1. 2 N A T U R E

OF

& CHA NG ES

IN

LIVE STOCK SALE S & AUCTIONEERI NG

Livestock sales are done in one of four ways:
1.

Saleyard auction - livestock are transported from farms to a central saleyard and are then sold
based on bids made by buyers. Prices are determined by the market - that is, what stock is
available on the day and buyer demand. The greater the number of buyers and the lower the
stock numbers, the greater the probability of the seller getting a higher price; alternately fewer
buyers and greater numbers of stock means more probability the seller will achieve a lower price.
Auctions are open to anyone (including agents, farmers, butchers etc.).

2.

Paddock sales - where buyers go to the sellers property - either directly or through an agent and
purchase stock at a negotiated price. These are closed sales.

3.

“Over the hooks” (OTH) - are sales made direct to processors (i.e. an abattoir) after delivery of
livestock, agreement over price per kilogram and weighing in of a carcass. These are closed sales.
Price penalties apply after the fact based on the quality of meat (e.g. marbling, fat content etc.).
This method supplies wholesalers (for export) and supermarket chains (who use this method to
the exclusion of other sales methods).

4.

Other sales methods - include on line auctions where sales are made based on livestock
description and is dispatched to the buyer or an abattoir. These are partially open sales insofar as
agents retain the right to exclude other sellers, including other agents.

SALES METHO DS USED

FOR

BEE F

IN

AUST RALIAN & TASM ANI A

The following two graphs (Graphs 4 and 5) compare sales methods used by beef farmers in Australia
as benchmark against methods employed in Tasmania.
Graph 4 shows around half (49%) of Australian beef farmers in FY 2010/11 used auctions to sell their
stock - the prevalence of this method not changing since FY 2006/07 where OTH sales (i.e. selling
direct to processors) peaked and then dropped off to around the same as paddock sales in FY
20110/11 (27% and 22 % respectively).
By contrast, Graph 5 shows in Tasmania the most used method in FY 2010/11 was OTH sales (46%)
followed by paddock sales (34%) and finally, auctions used by 19% of beef farmers. Furthermore, the
methods used are subject to significant variation - the biggest shift in sales method used occurred in
FY 2008/09 - at the end of the drought and just after a large slump in stock buildup and farm profit.
Where previously auctions were the preferred method, this was overtaken by paddock sales which
was, in turn, overtaken by OTH sales.
As a footnote to beef sold at auction; few differences existed for Australia in the proportion of beef
sales at auction based on a $’s per head versus cents per kilogram (by weight) - in FY 2010/11 these
were split 25% to 24% (the total adding to 49%). However, in Tasmania there has been a significant
divergence between these two so that in FY 2010/11 auction sales per head account for 15% and by
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weight for only 4%. The only exception was in FY 2008/09 - the year after the drought ended - where
the two were used proportionally the same (i.e. 20% used $’s per head and 22% cents per kilogram).
This is interesting as OTH sales are effected on a $’s per kilo basis which peaked at the same time
auctions by weight troughed, implying a substitution. OTH sales are less favourable for buyers due
to penalties being applied after the sale, discounting the original price.

Graph 4.
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Graph 5.

Sales method used for Beef - Tasmania (FY 2006 - 2011)
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SALES METHO DS USED

FOR

SHEEP

IN

AUST RALI AN & T AS MANIA

Graph 6 shows the auction sales method is by far the most used to sell sheep in Australia used by 62%
of farmers in FY 2010/11.
However, this is not the case in Tasmania (shown in Graph 7) where annual variation in methods is
rampant.
Where there was a confluence of change in sales methods for beef at the end of the drought, this is
also evident for sheep sales.
Although sharper, much like beef sales, the OTH method has assumed the lead in FY 2009/10
(coinciding with a dip in income for Killafaddy saleyards - see section 3.2.1) and henceforth
accounted for 64% of sheep sales in FY 2010/11.

As a consequence the auction sales method

accounted for 10% of sales in FY 2010/11, down from 49% in the previous year. If it is the case that
this is a function of clearing buildup stocks, it would be logical to conclude the trend in sales usage
patterns has not stabilized.
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Graph 6.

Sales method used for Sheep - Australia (FY 2006 - 2011)
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2. 1. 2. 1 D A M P E N E R S & F A C I L I T A T O R S

OF

AC TIVIT Y

Broadly speaking, the underlying dampeners and facilitators of livestock sales activity include:
·

Seasonality (absorbing the drought);

·

Available agricultural land in deference to the above and also instances farm land being
reclaimed for other uses (e.g. tree plantations initiated by Gunns Ltd); and

·

The supply/demand dynamic intimately linked to the above.

The specific drivers in the choice of sales method are intimately linked to these underlying factors and
are said to pivot on the depth of livestock farming experience and what is incentivized.
The depth of livestock farming experience
A comparative analysis of interviews done for this review revealed a consistent theme indicating a
lack of know-how was a contributor to (sometimes inappropriate) choice of sales methods - in
essence, some interviewees were of the contention that the “art of livestock farming” had been lost.
This is a plausible contention consistent with outcomes in other industries suffering lengthy
downturns during which training and succession planning is sacrificed for the sake of immediate
survival.
This view is evident in such things as the ability to gauge stock quality, class and bid for stock
without the use of mechanical devices (e.g. scales) - used by inexpert supermarket buyers who work
to a formula. On the seller side, it was said younger, inexperienced farmers were more price sensitive
and inclined to trust scales as a measure of value and computers as a vehicle for sales. Older farmers
with greater depth of experience were said to value loyalty over price - the latter of which they
expected to fluctuate over time, so changing sales method over the longer term made little difference.
What is incentivized and what is not
There was a belief amongst a couple of interviewees that as agents can get the same level of returns
outside the auction system, there is a low incentive to participate in it. That is to say, they can sell via
paddocks or through their own saleyard facilities getting the same or better returns as what they’d
get from Killafaddy.
Perceptions of where greatest return is achieved has impact on the choice of sales method by sellers.
Based on the supply/demand dynamic, some interviewees suggested that stock was being held back
by farmers to increase demand and leverage returns - this “drip feeding” was said to be in evidence at
Killafaddy, particularly in regard to the ebb and flow of large auctions with significant stock numbers
being followed by smaller ones. The effect of this ebb and flow is higher prices being achieved at
subsequent smaller auctions where there are more buyers and less stock. Aligning with this “natural”
dynamic has potential to increase activity and usage of Killafaddy saleyard.
A number of advantages and disadvantages pertaining to each sales method emerged from
interviews forming part of this review.
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On-line selling
Roberts are the biggest users of online auctions in both Tasmania and Australia (Auctions Plus). It
was said in Tasmania around 200,000 sheep would be sold per annum through Auctions Plus. Whilst
the use of sales methods varied (through salesyards, paddocks and online) the most appropriate time
to use online selling was when mainland markets were moving. Online sales were said to peak in
October, November and December.
According to interviewees the issue with online selling via Auctions Plus is that it is controlled by
Roberts and excludes other agents. In addition a seller has no idea who is bidding so the outcome can
go any way (i.e. good when prices are up - but the market was said to be on a downward trend). It
was thought not to be possible for an agent to guarantee their client the best price in what is
ostensibly a closed and “blind” sale. In addition, as there is no face-to-face interaction and that the
sale is “blind” led some interviewees to suggest this method of selling was open to proxy/bogus bids
and therefore price fixing.
This method was said to be favoured by the younger generation of farmers who also used on-line
avenues to ascertain information on pricing and pricing comparisons, however some thought they
were still more likely to go to the saleyards to actually do their buying and selling.
Whilst fruit and vegetables are also sold through online auctions there was evidence it was not really
taking off in Tasmania and so the conclusion, drawn by some interviewees, was that online livestock
auctions would probably go the same way. However, there is not enough evidence to suggest what
course this option may take in future.
Over the Hooks Selling (OTH)
Sales direct to processors are procured either for export (sold via wholesalers) or domestic use.
Around 70% of beef processed is for export (of which 10% may be sourced from saleyards and
sometimes via online sales to top up).
Of the remaining domestic component around 80% is for supermarkets. Strict controls exist for
export - and to a certain extent for supermarkets.
A few interviewees, referring to trends on the mainland away from OTH selling some four of five
years ago (verified in statistics analysed previously in this section of the report) maintained a move
away from OTH selling was inevitable in the near future in Tasmania. The main reason for the shift
on the mainland was the realization by sellers that they were not getting attaining the best price due
to penalties applied after the price per kilo was agreed.
Paddock sales
Paddock sales obviously align with large farms carrying significant herds.

There is less of an

incentive to use this sales method for beef (as distinct from sheep) due to OH&S issues; from set-up
(i.e. having to set up portable panels) to handling (i.e. the cattle are too heavy; it’s too easy for one of
them to injure a person or escape from the pens).
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Auctions
The three main drivers said to affect auctions are supermarkets’ buying activity (via OTH sales), the
willingness of agents to procure stock for sale through at auction and seasonal fluctuations/impacts.
Discounting the drought, there is evidence of seasonality in use of the saleyards. For example, they
are used in winter when there is a spike in the market - at that time there is a lack of quality stock so
better prices are achieved going through Killafaddy saleyards (noting it has a hard floor).
A few interviewees maintained more stock throughput was required at Killafaddy saleyards on the
basis this would attract more buyers which would create more competition and, in turn, better prices.
This perception is skewed in favour of buyers - more stock will not be initially acquired because it is
not in the interests of sellers to supply it - the prevailing conditions are at odds with getting a better
price. This is especially the case when there is plentiful supply of stock - when there is not, sellers do
have an interest to supply stock - however, as there is a diminished supply anyway, it means there
may never be the requisite stock volume (especially compared to the mainland).
A number of interviewees called for rationalization in the number of saleyards in Tasmania - and
even a super-selling complex (see also Appendix 2.2). This is again, predicated on the notion of
getting volume in one place to attract big buyers or a quantity of buyers which again, favours buyers
and provides a disincentive to sellers. Volume throughput favours agents - it is in their interests as
the ratio of cost to income is greater. That is to say, the vestment of manpower costs is the same for a
small and large auction but there is inherently greater cost-benefit in the latter.
This approach may well work on the mainland (a volume market), but will in all probability, be
resisted in Tasmania - not only because it is not a volume proposition (compared to the mainland),
but also because there are very different competitive dynamics in Tasmania compared to the
mainland (see following section).
The most viable option for auction saleyards is to leverage demand and position themselves to favour
sellers. This can be done using one of two mutually exclusive market levers (quality or volume).
Quality is aligned with high price and volume with low price. These can and do co-exist but, as a
rule, one cannot buy something of high quality for a low price - unless there is a glut or oversupply.
At present there is a buildup in stock coupled with insufficient differentiation in quality.
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A number of key points emerged from this section, namely:
·

the nature of farming changed in Tasmania as a function of the drought, the effects of which are
still evident. The drought created a significant trough in beef and sheep stocks in FY 2007/08
which reached, and in the case of sheep, exceeded pre-drought levels, peaking in FY 2009/10.
Farm profits, although on an upswing from a significant trough in FY 2007/07 and FY 2007/08,
have not yet stabilized.

·

the use of weight-based beef methods (as distinct from price per head) at auction in Tasmania
decreased sharply after at the end of the drought. In an auction context, this method apparently
facilitates producers to 1) be paid for what they produce and 2) allows better estimation of
production costs and, for buyers, it facilitates 1) greater accuracy in forward cost estimates to a
finished product and 2) confers confidence in bidding at auction.
The sharp decrease in use of this method at auction was offset by an increase in “over the hook”
(OTH) sales methods which are based exclusively on carcass weight. The concept of weighing
can thus be considered as a mechanism for eroding the auction process. In fact, OTH sales were
raised in a news story (in “Tasmanian Country”) in 2005, in which it was predicted they would
become a competitive threat to Killafaddy saleyards.
The perception that the closure of Blue Ribbon Meats adjacent to Killafaddy saleyards was the
main contributor to the saleyard’s later diminished performance is inaccurate. It has more to do
with increased use of OTH sales methods and chasing the best price than proximity of saleyards
to abattoirs and such things as transport costs (which are minimal).

·

Auctioneering is based on supply and demand - when demand is high and supply is scarce,
higher prices result, making it a seller’s market. Conversely when supply is plentiful and demand
is low or held constant, lower prices result, making it a buyer’s market. Competition is a negative
for sellers in a buyer’s market as competing with other sellers may act to reduce their prices
further. In a seller’s market competition acts to raise prices as, in effect, there is less competition
from other sellers and buyers are the ones competing for a purchase.
Therefore, in a situation of buildup in stocks (see section 2.1.1.3), auctions are prudently avoided
by seller’s in favour of closed sales in which there is no “apparent” competition - and even more
so if the aim is to sustain profit margins which have reached a peak (see section 2.1.1.3) by
appealing to precedent.
In light of this, the implications for survival of the saleyards is not quantity throughput of stock,
rather a focus on quality, which means less stock and lots of buyers. This will create and set a
price ceiling as it allows the market to openly bid for what is ostensibly a scarce commodity.

·

Killafaddy Saleyard’s income is buoyed when farm profit and stocks are low; the saleyard’s
income troughs when profits and stocks are high - as is evident in FY 2009/10 and in FY 2010/11
(see section 3.2.1).
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Notably the saleyard’s income peaked towards the end of the drought. This is because in times of
scarcity it is assumed one can achieve the best price at auction - in times of abundance, better
prices are sought elsewhere.
Based on the foregoing analysis and discussion, it would appear Killafaddy Saleyard’s income is
linked to seasonal fluctuations which impact farming outcomes. Whilst these fluctuations are
largely unpredictable, based on the evidence to hand, and all things being equal, the income of
the saleyards may well increase as buildup stocks are depleted and/or profit margins are eroded.
This is outside of the potential to improve Killafaddy’s performance by re-positioning the
saleyard as a quality auction facility.
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2.2 C OM P E T I T I VE D Y NA M IC S

This section of the report addresses the competitive context in which Killafaddy saleyards operates.
Key players in the supply chain are identified and their roles discussed. An overview of issues in the
supply chain is provided which is followed by strengths and weaknesses.
Killafaddy saleyards is seen to play a unique and pivotal role in the Tasmanian livestock industry by
a number of interviewees.
The saleyard does not have a traditional direct competitor - unlike the situation on the mainland
where Council owned saleyards operate in reasonably close proximity to one another. In Tasmania,
saleyard competition comes from privately owned facilities acquired or developed after Killafaddy
saleyards was established.
According to a report published in 2007 by the Australian Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry (DAFF), 19 million sheep are sold through saleyards per annum alongside 6 million cattle.
Of this, Tasmanian saleyards hold a 1% share of national sheep sales (i.e. 190,000) and a 2% share of
beef sales (i.e. 120,000).
Last financial year in Tasmania, as cited in the previous section, 43% of beef cattle were sold directly
to processors; 43% through paddocks; and 19% via saleyard auctions. Of sheep sales, 64% were sold
directly to processors; 15% through paddocks; and 10% via saleyard auctions.
Therefore the greatest indirect competitor for all saleyards in Tasmania comes from “over the hook”
(OTH) sales conducted by processors, followed by paddock sales. Paddock sales account for
significantly more beef cattle sales than sheep - presumably due to the sheer size of beasts and herds
rendering them less mobile and also a lack of purpose-built facilities in saleyards (e.g. soft floors)
which would readily accommodate them.
Indirect competition from processors engaging in over the hook (OTH) selling was perceived by some
interviewees as gouging the industry rather than “making the pie any bigger”, noting it is common
for processors to also own and operate feedlots6, which are disparaged by certain sectors of the cattle
farming community.
In discussion of future trends for saleyards the DAFF report cited increasing sales of dairy cows
through saleyards which may bode well for Tasmania with the recent trial of dairy farming in the
Northwest. Notably, meat processors will be precluded from activity in this segment of the cattle
market.

The only feedlot in Tasmania is located in Powranna and owned by the Japanese-based, AEON Group. JBS operate feedlots on the Eastern
seaboard of mainland Australia.
6
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2. 2. 1 K E Y P L A Y E R S & E L E M E N T S

IN THE

SUPPL Y CH AIN

The farm to supermarket supply chain is depicted notionally in Diagram 1 below.

Diagram 1. Notional livestock supply chain
Producers
Feedlot & Farmers

Agents

Paddock Sales

Processors (OTH)

Saleyards

Other sale methods

Freezing Facilities

Boning

Retailing

Manufacturing

Domestic Market

Wholesaling

Export Market

Adapted from: Department of Primary Industries (DPI), Policy & Strategy (Victoria, 2010)

Two major “corporate” agents dominate in Tasmania: Roberts and Elders, although there are also a
number of independent agents, many of whom are farmers, representing their own farmer client base.
An agents role is to intermediate a variety of different sales methods in order to achieve the best price
for their clients (sellers) - essentially acting as “free agents” on behalf of their clients - and receive a
commission on the sale (between 2.5% charged by independent agents to 5% for major agents). It is
noteworthy that cattle sales can result in the same beast being re-sold 4 times over the course of its
life.
Landmark, touted as one of the biggest global livestock marketing firms is not represented in the
Tasmanian livestock market after a retreat in November 2007 when they claimed the Killafaddy
saleyards did not meet their company’s national safety standards. Landmark runs online auctions
and has interests in dairy farming.
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Where several processors operated in Tasmania a decade ago this has now largely contracted to two
“corporate” operators: JBS Australia Pty Ltd (a subsidiary of JBS Brazil, reputedly the world’s largest
meat company) and Greenham Tasmania Pty Ltd (originating from mainland Victoria).
In Tasmania the supply chain is contracted insofar as agents own all saleyards in the state bar one and
processors directly connect producers and retailers (supermarket chains Coles and Woolworths) via
OTH selling - many times at the exclusion of agents (discussed later).
The following map (Diagram 2) shows the distribution of saleyards by ownership and export
accreditation (signified by EUCAS) and also processors by ownership and market serviced (i.e.
domestic and/or export). Export facilities are run under strict regulations and are also expensive to
set up.

Diagram 2. Distribution of Saleyards & Processing Facilities in Tasmania
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Of note on the map:
·

Roberts owns and operates 7 out of the 9 saleyards in the state; Elders owns and operates 1; and
the Launceston City Council operates the only independent saleyard (Killafaddy).

·

Barring one small domestic processing plant near Hobart, all processors are located in the north
of the state as are the majority of saleyards.

·

Processing plants are located in close proximity or close to saleyards.

·

JBS has one liveweight centre and Greenham’s have liveweight sales at 3 locations - 2 of these
removed from, although en-route to saleyards as is JBS’.

The above points strongly suggest geographic location has been a feature in competitive maneuvering
with the aim of regressing back to the source of the supply chain (i.e. to where farms are located).
A number of interviewees called for a “central saleyard” (discussed later) referring, literally, to a
location in the middle of the state. Based on the map, “centrality” would logically be defined as in the
middle of the Northwest and Northeast of Tasmania.
The remainder of this section provides an overview of key players in the supply chain (agents,
processors, supermarkets) and saleyards.
Agents
Agents were said by some interviewees, to control the market given their ability to source stock
which is the primary determinant of stock throughput. Further to this, they then direct sellers to a
sales method or location.
Agents engage in varying depth of service to farmers: some farmers arrange agents to do everything
for them, others provide agents with stock numbers and then organize everything (e.g. transport etc.)
and others fall in between.
It is not only in volume throughput of new cattle where agents make money, but also in re-cycling of
cattle (e.g. store calf sales which are re-sold for finishing 6 to 8 months later). The farmer may buy a
store calf for $700 and sell it for $900, 6 to 8 months later having to amortise the $200 margin which
will have costs deducted from it (e.g. feed if pasture not available, deployed to crop planting etc.), but
the agent’s commission remains constant. One agent believed this is a better return for farmers than
bank interest.
Some farmers cycle their stock faster - buying at Killafaddy saleyards one week and selling at Quoiba
two weeks later. This activity is sustained by the multiplicity of saleyards - those who engage in it are
likely to baulk at the thought of rationalization.
Nowadays “corporate” agents are driven by sales targets not necessarily by the demands or needs of
their client’s and prevailing stock supply. Some interviewees lamented over the loss in relationships
with agents who, in the past would visit, perhaps monthly to establish what stock could be sold or
purchased.
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Roberts, Elders and independent agents are represented at Killafaddy saleyards, the latter two relying
heavily on the saleyard as they have limited or no access to the other 8 that operate in Tasmania
(barring Elders which has a saleyard in Powranna next to Roberts only suitable for certain types of
sales at certain times of the year).
It was thought agents receive the same returns outside the auction system as in it, which is partially
why they have low incentive to participate in some yards such as Killafaddy. They can sell on farm
or through their own facilities (saleyards and online), and it is believed by some that they get the
same or better returns as what they would get from Killafaddy - they do not pay yard dues for their
own saleyards so there may be greater incentive to conduct a sale there.
Agents doing on-farm auctions using portable yards still charge the same fees for sales on the farm,
although these are less transparent than saleyards where invoices show the selling price of animals
less yarding fees, weighing fees and agents’ commission (which also includes the fees payable to
Council for use of Killafaddy saleyards). However, stock numbers per sale vary (from 5 head of cattle
through to 100). There are also occupational health and safety issues to consider as agents have little
or no control over the environment in which sales are done unlike a purpose-built facility.
Both of the major agents usually conduct their store sales (young, unfinished cattle pending fattening
before final sale) at Killafaddy when numbers are too small for their own yard and, in the past have
relocated these sales to their own yards where a store sale has become larger than expected.
From an agent’s perspective then, the incentive is throughput (volume) - as this is what makes it
viable for them. If an agent sells 4,200 cattle in one sale at their yard it was believe to be the
equivalent of selling for 40 weeks at Killafaddy saleyards. Thus, an agent can theoretically make
significantly more selling via their own yards providing they have sufficient throughput which they
ultimately control.
Killafaddy is preferred by Elders who do not have saleyards equipped for volume (with Powranna
reportedly being used for store calf sales) and for whom the use of alternative yards (i.e. Roberts’)
was said to be cost-prohibitive. The same applies for independent agents.
Meat processors
There is consensus that producers sell direct to processors to avoid paying commissions (ranging
from 2.5% to 5%). Decreased transport costs, although cited by a number of interviewees, are not a
key feature (see later).
Processors purchase direct to cut out agents and increase their control over pricing and quality which
are comparatively unpredictable in a saleyard situation. In addition, they have greater control over
scheduling processing as they control deliveries and perhaps avoid paddocking (and also decrease
stress for animals).
There is an expectation that direct relationships with suppliers will increase.
According to one interviewee Killafaddy in the last 15 years has come to be perceived as a “mop up
yard”. This perception drives the expectation of paying a low price at a saleyard. Where JBS do visit
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saleyards and purchase a small amount monthly, Greenham’s no longer does (although used to at
Quoiba). Notably, saleyards are used as a prospective meet-and-greet opportunity.
OTH selling
Greenham Tasmania Pty Ltd’s website cites the advantages of OTH selling7:
“Why farmers sell cattle to Greenham Tasmania Pty Ltd

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Convenience
Service
A network of local company-sponsored buying centres throughout the state
Competitive prices mean selling is not a gamble like at the saleyards
Community support
Providing local employment
Australian owned
Farmers get cheque in hand if they sell liveweight at any of the buying centres”

Of some concern is the public slagging-off of saleyards. Nothing of equivalence was observed on any
other websites for any firms or saleyards in Tasmania or on the mainland.
Notably, processors package and brand Tasmanian Beef under their banner (“King Island Beef”,
“Tasmanian Premium Beef”, “Tasmanian Premium Lamb”) thus creating brand value which allows
differential pricing and mark-ups resulting in greater profit potential. A wine grower in Tasmania
would do much the same thing - brand their wine and charge a premium based on the value and
reputation of the brand. The difference between the wine grower and livestock farmer in Tasmania is
that the wine grower capitalizes on their investment whereas the processor capitalizes on the farmers
investment. This is akin to a wine bottling plant gaining kudo’s and skimming value off the wine
maker’s product which would clearly impact viability for wine makers.
Supermarkets
From an agent/farmer’s perspective Woolworths and Coles avoid the auction system and simply offer
the most money. Some maintain the standards they set, for which deductions are made against the
price offered, post-kill, as nearly unsuppliable to. Another couple of interviewees provided examples
demonstrating the inequity in how deductions are calculated.
For example, the sale price on 354 lambs was downgraded based on only 16 lambs which didn’t meet
the standard. The penalty applied across all 354 lambs was 6% per kilo (on an average a lamb
weighing 20.5 kgs). As the agent intermediated the sale, they lost face with the client and also lost
money. This does not happen in auctions where the final price is the bid and is not discounted.
For cattle 6 millimetres of fat or over will result in a deduction of 30 to 40c per kilo and being under
the benchmark for dressed weight (i.e. a butcher-ready carcass) attracts another 30c discount. If the
agreed price was $3.80 per kilo before slaughter, these penalties represent a reduction on the agreed
price by 16% to 18%.

7

Bolding from original copy.
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Pricing grids are available based on stock quality updated every couple of days. Farmers who express
an interest in selling stock receive the updated grid and choose when to lock in their selling price.
Supermarkets are volume buyers and according to a handful of interviewees are actually not
interested in talking to producers with small volumes to sell. Where stock is both procured and
processed for Coles, Woolworths do their own buying.
Notwithstanding, according to processors supermarkets stock has to be completely within
specification or they won’t touch it, which almost mandates buying direct.
Processors also service local butchers as well as supermarket chains.
It is widely thought supermarkets now set the price instead of the auction system. The auction
mechanism allows the market to set prices based on supply and demand dynamics. For instance, at
auction, one seller in one week achieved $1.02 per kilo and the following week achieved $1.09 because
there were fewer stock at auction.
Demand-based pricing8 holds supply constant which is problematic for the livestock trade given the
obvious impact of seasonality. In addition, it places an artificial ceiling on Tasmanian beef and lamb
which is antithetical to quality - quality pricing sets its own mark. That is to say, as a consumer one
cannot dictate to a jeweler what one will pay for a Citizen brand and a Cartier brand watch, much less
expect to buy them both in bulk volumes.
Transport
Transport costs are often quoted as disincentives and as a general impost to mobility however, the
cost of transporting stock from Western Junction to Smithton, costs nearly as much as Western
Junction to Melbourne. A component of the latter is offset by freight subsidies for crossing the strait.
There is a 24 hour turnaround to Victoria. It is also considered cheap to transport stock into Tasmania
- from WA to Tasmania was only $150 per head.

Saleyards and their rationalization
Many interviewees raised the prospect of saleyard rationalization, in particular the closure of the
following saleyards in the near future:
·

Scottsdale (Roberts, monthly sales)

·

Bridgewater (Roberts, weekly sales)

·

Smithton (Roberts, EUCAS accredited, unknown sales frequency)

The future of saleyards at Bothwell (Roberts, annual sale) and Oatlands (Roberts, sales every 4 - 6
months) were not raised.

8

As would be dictated by supermarkets who represent demand, as distinct from producers who represent supply.
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Quoiba saleyard (Roberts, weekly sale)
Quoiba was an unknown - although in need of refurbishment, it is adjacent to a processing plant and
other facilities - it was thought by some to be in the wrong place and thus a contender for closure in
the next 5-8 years. However, the placement of this saleyard is underpinned by the quality and amount
of grazing land in the Northwest (favouring fattening of young animals). Quoiba is a very busy yard
and apparently dearer to buy from (e.g. an animal there may cost $450 compared with $400 at
Killafaddy largely due to the number of buyers). In fact one agent believed it was the best market in
the state in terms of numbers.
On the day this yard was visited it was heavily patronized, particularly by farmers. The saleyard is
smaller than Killafaddy and it was noted some pens were over-subscribed in which there were no
water troughs and the animals seemed more stressed.
Based on feedback from interviewees it seems doubtful that the Quoiba saleyard would close - whilst
there was comment on relocation, pending land restrictions there is sufficient land for expansion and
room for upgrading.
Powranna saleyard (Roberts & Elders, sales 4 - 6 per annum)
According to one interviewee, Powranna has been on the agenda for 20 years - there are visions for it
to become a “superselling yard” (discussed later) however it presently has no toilet, no canteen, a soil
floor and tubing enclosures (precluding big beasts) - it is designed and used for store calf sales9 .
It is also not suitable for use if it has been raining (which may explain winter trade at Killafaddy
saleyards).
The full development of Powranna is dependent on stock numbers - which are said to be too low to
warrant an upgrade and explains why a rationalization by Roberts is in order to achieve volume.
Over a long period of time (two to three years), it was said Powranna will have a roof and a soft floor
installed and modern, state-of-the art facilities for stock sales (discussed later).
The final intent, according to a Roberts representative, - is for “Tasmania to have only one or maybe
two saleyard selling centres” and further “There will be rationalization…but our…[Roberts]
…saleyards will be the benchmark and the pricesetter for all sheep and cattle markets” (see Appendix
2.2). However, it is publicly acknowledged that Roberts would not going to go ahead with saleyard
rationalization plans and centralization to Powranna (and Quoiba) until Killafaddy is closed.
A view was expressed by interviewees that if the smaller Roberts yards were closed, most of those
sales would probably go to Killafaddy. If otherwise Killafaddy saleyards may potentially increase
sales and, in the process, appear viable.
It should be noted that concentration of market power is achievable in two ways - centralization and
fragmentation. Whether by design or otherwise, the proliferation in the number of saleyards (mainly
by Roberts) precludes traction for anyone else to achieve volume in any one place. According to desk

9

That is, cattle which are less than 12 months going somewhere for fattening or “finishing” - finished cattle are sold at Killafaddy saleyards.
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research and statistics Tasmania has reasonable stock volume (comparable to pre-drought conditions
for both sheep and cattle) yet this does not translate on the ground.
That there is now a call for rationalization, begs questions of how things came to be the way they are
now and the wisdom of closing the only independent saleyard in the state.
One interviewee called for a superyard which amalgamates all yards with all agents represented noting some of the agents are presently excluded from some yards (e.g. Elders do not sell at Roberts
yards like Bridgewater, Landmark is not represented at Bridgewater or Quoiba).
Having a coordinated saleyard, in the eyes of a processor, facilitated the streamlining they require to
efficiently process stock. They were of the view that cattle could be sold one day, sheep the next. If
this was done at the beginning of the week, then processing could be scheduled a couple of days after.
This was thought to make the process quick for the animal and avoid the need to feed and paddock
animals for extended periods. Such a yard would only work if the agents worked together - which
included independent agents.
The idea behind a superyard is volume throughput - which, it is thought would re-introduce
competition and attract buyers - some say, big buyers. However, compared to the mainland Tasmania
only represents 1% of sheep and 2% of beef sales (including all its saleyards) and is accessed through
processors, why would buyers still not go directly to the processors? In addition, promoting volume
sales of Tasmanian “premium” beef and lamb may serve to erode prices as volume and quality are at
opposite ends of the spectrum.
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2. 2. 2 C O M P E T I T I V E C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

The closure of Killafaddy represents a potential minefield in respect to industry competition and
contraction which may, in turn, impact consumers.
In 2006 the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) entered into a case involving
the Victorian Livestock Exchange Ltd’s (VLE) acquisition of 2 Victorian saleyards (which were
mooted for rationalization). It was thought the acquisition could potentially monopolise the market.
A number of points were raised in the ACCC’s Statement of Issues which VLE were called upon to
account are summarized below. It is anticipated these issues would apply to the prevailing market
conditions if Killafaddy saleyard closed.
1.

Potential barriers to entry
·

Whether land construction and technology costs represented a barrier to entry for new
entrants or expansion for existing businesses (i.e. given a new site would cost between $5-8
million, to what extent does this capitalization impact the ability of others to do the same)

·

What minimal level of throughput was required to establish and maintain a new facility
(without significantly draining the same from existing facilities).

·

The likelihood of new operators entering the market or saleyards opening (post-acquisition
versus pre-acquisition)

2.

Countervailing power
·

Where the balance of power lies noting agents have influence over choice of sales method and
saleyard location and sellers the choice of alternate locations

·

Whether saleyard users (sellers, agents and buyers) would be placed at disadvantage
following the acquisition (and possible rationalization) and whether there are competitive
alternatives

·

The extent to which other alternatives are able to constrain VLE from increasing prices or
decreasing the quality of services provided

3.

Prices and profit margins
· What fee setting controls can be exerted by VLE and what constraints exist from increasing
them significantly
· If VLE were to increase their fees what alternatives are available for users to switch to which
are regarded as effective competitors
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· The degree to which users are “locked-in” to existing arrangements so as to prevent them
from switching.

The following diagram shows notional relationships in the supply chain for beef sales to the point of
processing in Tasmania (not including stock re-selling). The key take out from the diagram is whom
it is that would be most impacted by Killafaddy’s closure.
If Killafaddy saleyards were to close the independent agents would likely be locked out of trade along
with their clients - both potentially losing all or part of their livelihoods. Elders do not use Roberts’
saleyards due to cost imposts, so would likely be relegated to store calf sales in Powranna and
paddock sales.
This review, being qualitative in nature, did not seek to nor enumerated the number of smaller farms
impacted nor the number of independent agents. This being the case the gravity of impact on these
groups and the proportion of trade they represent remains an unknown.

Diagram 3. Notional livestock supply chain in Tasmania
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If Roberts upgraded and expanded Powranna there would be no alternative and a significant barrier
to entry would exist for a new entrant. Throughput (volume) is already monpolised by Roberts
locking out other saleyards (i.e. Killafaddy). Recognition exists that in order to meet throughput
(volume) at Powranna requires rationalization of Robert’s existing saleyards which demonstrates this
point.
Whilst Elders has a presence at Powranna they do not have the market leverage to equalize with
Roberts and it is doubtful whether Roberts would volunteer market share and erode their own their
market dominance.
There would be no like-for-like saleyard alterative in Tasmania. In fact, based on intent expressed by
interviewees and statements made in the public domain, there may be no auction mechanism in
Tasmania (barring the little used on line method) - one agent could effectively set prices.
The only other alternative would be going to processors who set prices (as do supermarkets).
(In fact, it is unclear whether a link exists now between the extraordinary use of this sales method in
Tasmania and a perceived lack of choice in alternatives given the dominance in ownership of
salesyards.)
A price war may eventuate between processors and agents based on evidence of predation which
already exists between processors and agents, and amongst agents - both of whom appear solely
intent on locking out competition. On the other hand, there is a high potential for collusion in
Tasmania, unintended or otherwise, due to the duopolies that exist (2 major agents; 2 major
processes; 2 major supermarkets) with little or no Governmental or third party oversight, which could
result in collusive price fixing, which may, in turn, raise the cost of meat for local consumers.
The current competitive situation in livestock sales in Tasmania is tenuous. Noting this review did
not include consultation with farmers - at face value and taking account of cases on the mainland,
there may already be cause for an investigation into unfair competitive practices in Tasmania.
Further to this, as the review was curtailed to qualitative interviews with major agent’s
representatives and a couple of “independent” agents - it remains unknown how many independent
agents and smaller farmers exist in Tasmania who may suffer financially as a function of closing
Killafaddy Saleyards and who may not individually have redress to the ACCC.
On this score, the prospect of closing Killafaddy saleyards warrants serious deliberation.
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Key points arising from this section of the report:
·

Killafaddy saleyards is currently a vital link in the chain for Tasmanian livestock trade.

·

The livestock industry is a significant contributor to the gross regional product of the North of the
state, in which Launceston is the main city.

·

There is evidence that Killafaddy Saleyard’s performance has been eroded by:
1.

spreading the volume in livestock sales across the other 8 saleyards (7 owned by Roberts
and 1 by Elders) operating in the south, central, northwest and northeast areas of the state;

2.

low value, high volume (store calves in particular) being re-routed to agent’s saleyards.

3.

regression by processors (and supermarkets) further up the supply chain to farmers;

4.

apparent geographic blocking of routes to market (see alternate facilities encircling
Killafaddy saleyards on map - page).

·

Although rationalization of saleyards is mooted, this will not occur until Killafaddy closes due to
the requisite for stock throughput (which reinforces point 1. above).

·

There is evidence to suggest choice of sales methods may have been skewed to favour direct sales
to processors due to lack of competitive alternatives.

·

Closure of Killafaddy saleyards will have a negative impact on competition in light of the
duopolies that currently exist in critical points of the supply chain (i.e. processors; supermarkets;
agents - and especially the dominance of one which owns most of the saleyards in Tasmania).

·

At present it is unknown what gravity of impact the closure of Killafaddy would have on small
farm income and incomes of independent agents.
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3. K ILLAFADDY S ALEYARD
This section of the report provides a short history of the site compiled using public historic
documents (including media reports); a financial overview encompassing the past 10 years of
operation based on Council documents; an overview of Killafaddy users and usage; and interviewee
cited strengths and weaknesses of the saleyard (including a comparison with mainland operators and
options for optimizing the site).

3.1 A BR I DGE D H I S T OR Y O F

T HE

K I LLA FA D DY S I T E

The Killafaddy property was originally granted by Lieutenant Colonel Paterson to surgeon Jacob
Mountgarrett who sold to Peter Mulgrave, however, in 1826, the property was purchased by its most
renown owner, the free settler George Hobler. Hobler grew wheat and raised sheep and cattle and
worked with a number of convicts on the property. Several years after he purchased Killafaddy,
Hobler built a bridge linking Paterson's Plains and the East Tamar to the town of Launceston. Hobler
bought further land on the Meander River and Patersonia but later moved to Maitland, New South
Wales in 1836 to seeking better profitability.
The property, advertised as 'the finest estate on the island' was put up for sale in 1837 and leased in
1841 before being purchased by its next long term tenants, the Scott family, who were the last tenants
of Killafaddy before part of the land was purchased by the Launceston City Council (LCC).
In 1916, the LCC conducted a rough survey of the Killafaddy estate for the suitability of the creation
of saleyards and an abattoir. The original Launceston slaughterhouse (built 1855) was located in
Balfour Street and needed to be relocated due to the issues of bringing livestock into the city.
The land (200 acres) was acquired for £10,000 and was transferred from within the St Leonard's
Council boundaries to that of the Launceston City Council in 1919. The saleyards were built in 1924
and the abattoir opened later in 1931 - the total project costing £36,500.
In 1949, an idea was floated by the Council to sell the abattoir, however, this did not go through. In
the 1960’s, further parts of the Killafaddy estate were sold (to buyers such as Scotch College). The
saleyards still performed strongly, despite minor mishaps (stock injury, bad conditions).
In 1972, the Launceston City Council commissioned a feasibility study into the saleyards which led to
$200,000 worth of upgrades over the next few years (e.g. fencing and floors).
It was noted in 1976 by the Mayor Thomas Room that the popularity of Killafaddy continued to grow
due to its non-monopolised nature.
The year 1979 saw great change with the selling of the Killafaddy abattoir to local businessman Josef
Chromy for $2,000,000. In 2007, the abattoir site closed.
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According to media reports, the saleyards have had further pressure to close in recent times. Pushes
for closure occurred in 1988 and 1998 both returning in favour of the saleyards staying open. In the
year 2002 it was reported a significant figure was invested for upgrades, however, calls for closure
followed the next year when the Council conducted another feasibility study into the operation of the
saleyards. Further calls for closure (2006) and moving the site to Powranna to rationalise saleyards in
Tasmania (2007) have since threatened the Killafaddy Saleyard.
Currently 4 lots are up for sale adjacent to the saleyards, under th+e banner “future industrial
precinct” and comprising the abattoir site, an industrial block, St. Leonards Road land and rural river
flats. The immediate area around the saleyards comprises light industrial enterprises, a waste water
treatment plant and sports/recreation facilities.
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3.2 K I LLA FA DDY S A LE Y A R D F I NA NC I A L O VE R VI E W

This section provides a comparative summary of financial data provided by Council for 12 financial
years commencing FY 1999/00 through to 2010/11 encompassing income, expenses and profitability.
All figures are in thousands (‘000) unless otherwise stated.

3. 2. 1 I N C O M E

Graph 8 shows annual total revenue for FY 1999/00 to FY 2010/11.
Within this period, income oscillates within a range of $144 to $264k, and with a mean (average) of
$196k. The variations appear to be largely due to factors outside the control of Council (i.e. the effects
of the drought and agent activity) per preceding analyses (see sections 2.1 and 2.2).
The dotted line through this graph represents a trend line. While caution should be exercised in
presuming that any trends can be projected forward beyond the years in question, it can be noted that
over the 12 years in question income growth has been modest overall, and certainly coming in at less
than CPI increases.
Graph 8.
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Stock agents fees sat within the range $16k - $22k for most of this period. One notable exception is in
FY 2007/08 when they rose to about $29k for two years. It is unclear as to what caused this increase
(i.e. increasing stock throughput or a fee increase imposed at the discretion of Council). These fees
dropped back to about $22k in FY 2009/10 and 2010/11.

3. 2. 2 E X P E N D I T U R E

Graph 9 shows total annual expenses from FY 1999/00 to FY 2010/11.
Expenses at the saleyard have increased noticeably and continue to trend upwards as indicated by the
dotted line.

Graph 9.
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It should be noted that Council has not allowed for Trade Waste Disposal fees in its figures for FY
2009/10 and FY 2010/11 (presumably as advice from Ben Lomond Water, as to quantum, has not been
forthcoming). These charges were $11k in FY 2008/09 and have been as high as $19k. It is therefore
possible that the expenditure for the last two financial years (FY 2009/10 and 2010/11) are
considerably understated.
Graphing income against expenses (Graph 10) shows income exceeding expenditure between FY
2002/03 - 2005/06 and almost reaching parity in FY 2007/08.
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Graph 10. Killafaddy Saleyards Income Against Expenses (FY 1990/00 - FY 2010/11)
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The breakdown in expenditure is shown in the table over the page. Individual expenditure accounts
and where they have been allocated is provided in the Appendices (as it possible others may group
expenditure accounts differently).
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Table 1. Breakdown of expenditure (FY 1990/00 - FY 2010/11)

FINANCIAL YEARS (FY)

People - salaries, contracts and services
Materials
Equipment, plant and motor vehicles
Internal cost reallocations (ex. water & land tax)
Trade Waste Permit Charge
Miscellaneous costs
Land Tax
Water charges
Total
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2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

139,104

106,574

121,861

118,128

131,236

147,678

148,776

154,187

168,092

184,674

171,028

201,106

179

11,934

13,084

6,861

9,715

10,270

18,803

5,871

23,330

20,739

10,849

24,278

4,418

9,734

6,094

6,936

10,710

12,006

12,165

15,398

13,145

14,625

12,057

19,624

16,968

16,960

41,098

17,366

17,568

17,253

26,610

20,223

18,110

18,355

15,269

18,076

0

0

0

4,076

6,400

17,155

19,221

16,926

6,314

10,901

0

0

11,870

12,325

14,419

8,486

9,342

-625

8,167

7,343

6,838

7,862

7,536

8,200

6,252

6,250

6,250

6,250

4,248

4,471

8,505

9,638

9,777

10,374

9,919

6,885

996

2,500

915

657

1,232

1,298

1,627

1,365

1,874

1,684

3,852

2,647

179,788

166,278

203,721

168,759

190,452

209,506

243,875

230,952

247,481

269,213

230,509

280,817
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People costs are evidently the highest across expenditure categories. Whilst the people costs figure
for FY 1999/00 includes some non-labour costs which are unable to be separately listed due to a
change in Council’s financial system at about that time, it is apparent in Graph 11 that people costs as
a proportion of revenue is growing at an unsustainable rate:
Maintenance expenditure (namely, building, fencing, plant and grounds) was modest. However, this
does not include engagement of people to undertake maintenance tasks on physical assets. If this is
indeed the case the breakeven point in fixing as compared to replacement may have been exceeded although this is not evident in the figures provided.

Graph 11. Killafaddy Saleyards Income Against People Costs (FY 1990/00 - FY 2010/11)
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3. 2. 3 P R O F I T A B I L I T Y

Finally the issue of overall profitability is considered. Over the last 12 years, profitability for
Killafaddy Saleyard was positive only between FY 2002/03 and FY 2005/06 (around about at the start
of the drought - see section 2.1) and spiked upwards to breaking even in FY 2007/08 (nearing the end
of the drought).
With stable income and increasing expenditure it is not surprising that the profit trend is in decline.

Graph 12. Killafaddy Saleyards Profitability (FY 1990/00 - FY 2010/11)
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When comparing income and expenditure per the graph below, it is evident expenses have exceeded
income for most of the last 12 years and that of recent years, whilst both are on an upward swing
there is a noticeable increase in divergence between them.

Graph 13. Killafaddy Saleyards Profitability (FY 1990/00 - FY 2010/11)
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There are three outstanding issues to consider which have not been included in the preceding
financial analysis and overview:
1.

The saleyard’s position in regards to Council’s Carbon Tax emissions - it is assumed they would
be a contributor (and therefore incur tax payments).

2.

The saleyard’s position in regards to Waste Disposal Fees from Ben Lomond Water.

3.

That closing down the saleyards would not completely remove all costs for as long as Council
owns the property (e.g. Land tax which was $7k in FY 2010/11 and Depreciation on Buildings at
$3k).
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3. 2. 4 A S S E T S

As at the end of the 2011 financial year the written down value of the assets associated with Killafaddy was
$1.67M; some being relocatable and thus able to be sold for a value, others being indistinguishable from the
land itself.
All three parcels of land identified below form part of Property ID 3031494; a parcel of land some 12.9403
hectares in size. At 2010 valuation levels, the land component of this property had a State Government
valuation of $380,000, with a further $245,000 in capital improvements (total of $625,000).
With its current zoning, usage and limitations the land thus has a book value of $380,000.

1

3

2

The return on assets deployed (or return on investment) is negative (in financial terms) and has been for
most of the last twelve years.
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3.3. K I L LA FA D DY S A LE Y A R D U S E R S & U S A GE T R E NDS

This review did not involve a survey of Killafaddy Saleyard users, although site visits were made on
different days to convene interviews with users of the Saleyard (largely on-site agent representatives and
independent private agents).
There was a view amongst interviewees that Killafaddy Saleyard serviced the needs of small producers and
hobby farmers on the sellers side and independent butcher shops on the buyer side. However, based on
information from the breadth of interviews conducted for this review, it is known that both major agents
used the saleyard and at least one processor bought stock there as well. Quoiba clearly serviced farmers although this was not as evident as Killafaddy.
One agent believed that Killafaddy Saleyard serviced a wide variety of buyers whilst another interviewee
believed the monthly store cattle sale attracted around 50 to 70 people where non-store cattle sales attracted
about 40 to 50 people.
The reality is that the saleyards are used for different purposes (e.g. top ups), at different times (e.g. sales
cannot be run at Powranna in winter) and with differing regularity (i.e. weekly, monthly etc.) by different
cohorts (e.g. agents, individuals, individuals buying in collectives).
What also needs to be considered in profiling the “typical” user is how “typical” is defined - does it mean
frequency of use or volume throughput? Does it mean the size of the buyer or buyer represented?
Presumably, the only thing users of the Saleyard have in common is a depth of knowledge and experience
which allows them to engage in the auction process.
The primary catchment for Killafaddy Saleyard is thought to be in a 150km radius of Launceston, however
the secondary catchment extends south to Hobart (by virtue of Elders bypassing Robert’s Bridgewater
saleyard), the Northeast (St Helens) and up to Devonport, reaching into Smithton in the Northwest.
Until a survey is conducted over a period of time (capturing seasonal nuances) at Killafaddy Saleyard the
profile of the “typical” user will not be reliably determined. Such a survey needs to differentiate sellers from
buyers, record their geographical origin, stock volume bought or sold and frequency of visit to the saleyard.
This will facilitate insight into who may be disadvantaged by the closure of Killafaddy Saleyard or,
alternately, identify who the Saleyard needs to strategically market to into order to better their performance.

3. 3. 1 D R I V E R S

OF

SALEYARD THROUGHP UT & I SSUES

The drivers of stock throughput at Killafaddy were said to include weather conditions and price
(throughput apparently decreases when the price is weak - favouring buyers, and increases when the price is
strong - favouring sellers).
Another factor said to influence stock throughput is the numbers of stock on sale at any one sale - an
example was provided of Elders’ monthly store sale - it was said there are generally a lot more buyers
around (favouring sellers) which results in higher prices.
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Suggestions were made about securing commitment from agents for a payment of minimal charge at the
saleyards and/or provision of a guarantee on throughput levels - clearly the nature of the industry and of
auctioneering preclude this to a great extent.
One interviewee pointed out that it costs both major agents around $200 a week to be at Killafaddy sales and
they would not be there if they had a better option. It would cost millions of dollars to build a new facility
which is not cost-justifiable. However, given the level of stock throughput at Killafaddy one wonders
whether $200 is deemed expensive?
Agents’ justification for using Killafaddy was that it was central to the region.

Furthermore, it was

considered the major market in Tasmania 15 years ago and thus still attracts livestock from all around the
state.
Both major agents maintained throughput levels have dropped significantly at Killafaddy Saleyard - one
quoted figures to illustrate - where Killafaddy used to turn over 1,000 to 2,000 cattle it now turns over 150;
where the saleyards would turn over 6,000 to 7,000 sheep they now do more like 1,000.
One agent attributed this decline to processors buying direct and “also a lack of competition in the yards,
which is seeing reduced numbers being put through the yards”.
This confirms earlier findings (see sections 2.1 and 2.2) and specifically areas of industry contraction.
Interestingly one interviewee maintained similar trends would occur amongst producers in Tasmania as has
with agents and processors, namely that in the foreseeable future there is likely to be fewer producers and
more land under the control of each - thus, more consolidation at the professional end of the market. But
conversely at the smaller end of the market there is likely to be growth in hobby farms.
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3.4 K I LLA FA DDY S A LE Y A R D S T R E NGT HS & W E A KNE S S E S

The Killafaddy Saleyard’s have parking, a truck wash, canteen, toilets and locker room, meeting rooms, 222
sheep pens (holding up to 30 sheep per pen) and 90 cattle pens (holding 14 trade cattle per pen and 9 larger
cattle). Sheep are generally sold as a pen, cattle are sold individually or a couple of beasts a time.
The following discussion summarises feedback on the saleyard’s key strengths and weakness by those
interviewed during the course of this review. Some key points pertaining to weaknesses of the saleyard
made by specific stakeholders have been separated from general comments.
The perceived strengths of the saleyard as expressed by interviewees, include:
·

Being disease free due to the cleanliness of the yard (hosing out etc.).
Powranna) disease is a major concern.

At other yards (such as

For example Johne’s disease which carried in dung and

predominantly found in older dairy cattle.
·

The truck wash is THE critical element at Killafaddy for the truck drivers - apparently it is the only one
in the north of the state. Drivers go to Killafaddy after a delivery to anywhere in the region (Powranna,
Cressy, Longford, Scottsdale, etc.) and now rely on it. Even if saleyards go, truck drivers feel it is
important to retain it.

·

Whilst dated the saleyard is in good shape offering a soft surface instead of concrete or dirt. Apparently
“the bitumen is a wonderful thing”.

·

The safety rails having recently been reconditioned - “it is a saleyard so you are always going to have to
be careful where you walk”. Some felt from an OH&S perspective it’s probably about as compliant as a
yard can get.

·

Centrally located and convenient for aggregating loads from different farmers.

·

When the abattoirs were around there were quite a few disadvantages of the stockyards, but now the
abattoirs have gone, there are no disadvantages.

·

The loading of stock is very swift and efficient.

·

Good road access, depending where you want to get to/from.

·

Not a lot of problems caused by traffic to and from the sales.

The perceived weaknesses of Killafaddy Saleyards according to interviewees, included:
·

The fee structure is at the lower end compared to the competition.

·

Too little return from the truck wash ($5 for the first 5 minutes and $1 per minute thereafter).
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·

Problematic from a risk management perspective. No contracts exist. The Council are bearing nearly all
risk (risk of injury, loss of stock, financial loss etc.) - needs to be shared with agents.

·

Needs big dollars spent on upgrading/replacing infrastructure.

·

That Blue Ribbon Meats (abattoir) shut down.

·

Truck drivers having to wait around to load.

·

Some gate latches need attention (some tied up with wire - calls into question the skill base of staff who
should be able to use a welder).

From an agent’s perspective:

·

Killafaddy is unable to attract mainland buyers due to an inability to increase throughput (the former
of which is seen as an agent’s role in any case). However, it was said if Powranna became a super yard it
would attract small mainland buyers, because the sale days would be much, much larger due to the
agent rationalizing their saleyards so that most of the sales would be occurring at Powranna. Some of
the disadvantages for the Launceston community of the saleyard were said to be truck effluent and
movements (also cited by another agent), and the yard itself - which, while it does work, and is safe - is
getting very old and tired and so should be closed down and that’s inevitably what is going to happen.

·

Elders do have or do try to have a monthly store sale at Killafaddy. In October or November last year
650 store cattle were booked in to the saleyard and it could not handle those numbers on the same day
as the scheduled weekly auction so the sale was moved to Elder’s Powranna operations. It is unclear as
to why an extraordinary sale could not have occurred at Killafaddy Saleyard to accommodate this. It
was said people prefer Powranna as it has better water troughs and soft floors.

·

It’s quite costly to run a sale. Manpower is one of the big ones, especially casual labour - the council
provide one person and they get all the yard dues.

·

Killafaddy is also not the safest place to work - you’ve got to be in the runs to operate the gates. And
you’ve got to be in the pens with the cattle to brand them. There’s lots of holes in the concrete around
the branding and classing pens so you need to watch your feet.

·

Mainland buyers, according to another agent, are buying through third party representatives in
Tasmania who often have to make up the numbers privately as they cannot predict the sale numbers at
Killafaddy. If people knew there would be 500 cattle every Tuesday or Wednesday at Killafaddy, the
mainlanders would be here. But sometimes there might only be 30 animals.
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From a processor’s perspective:

·

Most of the stock we get from Killafaddy Saleyard is not of a quality suitable for processing.

·

At Killafaddy the cattle have some bruising of feet so it takes a while for them to recover from this
which is an issue if they are being put out for feed.

·

Killafaddy sells mixed lots – processors will not buy them because they require traceability.

·

Animals can be penned there overnight for two nights without security (easy access for anyone).

Comments were made by a few interviewees regarding alternate uses of the site if the saleyards were closed
- one, in fact, questioned whether there was an alternate use as the site was in a flood prone area. In
addition, any auxiliary use to residential development would be moderated by Launceston’s stagnant
population growth, the availability of potential in-fill housing sites wedged in existing urban areas and new
residential development of significant land parcels.
One interviewee maintained there was no doubt chemical contaminants from vehicle wash-downs and any
animal treatments and so on may need to be addressed. It is likely significant remediation may be required
if something else was pegged for the site. In fact, the Homebush site used for the Sydney Olympics was
built on the old saleyard site and there was a significant amount of remediation work which needed to be
done there - in the end capping was used to keep the contaminants underground.
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3. 4. 1 C O U N C I L O W N E D S A L E Y A R D S

This sub-section addresses perspectives on the perceived onus of responsibility of the saleyard in
Launceston and a comparison of the experience of mainland saleyards owned by councils.

3. 4. 1. 1 P E R S P E C T I V E S

ON TH E

ONUS

OF

RESPONSIBILITY

Two prevailing views were expressed during the course of the review regarding the responsibility and role
Council has in regard to the Killafaddy salesyards namely:
·

Launceston is an urban centre and therefore should not accommodate a livestock saleyard nor the trucks
carrying livestock through the City.

·

City of Launceston ratepayers should not be subsidizing the saleyards.

·

Users of the saleyards reside outside the boundaries of the City of Launceston.

AND
·

Launceston is not a Capital City and Launceston City Council is a regional city council surrounded by
farms.

·

The region (i.e. Northern Tasmania) focuses on agricultural production and that being the case,
Launceston is a vital and key contributor to the gross regional product and vice versa.

·

The competitive position of the saleyard and its importance to the Tasmanian livestock industry has
potentially significant implications related to its closure which may have a direct impact on Launceston
ratepayers and the Tasmanian population (i.e. a rise in meat prices).

3. 4. 1. 2 C O M P A R I S O N

WI TH

MAINLAND SALES YARDS

The dilemma faced by Launceston City Council is not unique - decreasing income and increasing
expenditure from saleyards and dubious site location is a phenomena shared by Shire and City Councils
throughout Australia many who contribute to operating the approximately 150 saleyards which exist
Australia-wide.
Council coping strategies include selling their saleyard as-is; leasing the land to an outsourced saleyard
management group; relocating/re-developing their saleyard at great expense; closing and re-using/re-zoning
the land.
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Three mainland (Victorian) Councils were contacted for the purposes of this review. All three are in regional
areas around the same distance from Melbourne as Launceston is from Hobart. Two are regional City
Councils servicing farming communities around them and one is a Shire (rounded population figures are
provided in brackets):
1.

Shire of Campaspe (39,000) - Echuca District Livestock Exchange

2.

City of Greater Bendigo (104,200)- Bendigo Livestock Exchange

3.

Greater Shepparton City Council (60,000) - Shepparton Regional Saleyards

The Shire of Campaspe invested $7 million in a new saleyard (Echuca District Livestock Exchange) after
closing is predecessor in 2006. Greater Shepparton City Council’s Regional Saleyard is highly profitable
(yielding a $30 - $40k profit each month) - which was even cited as such by an interviewee in Tasmania. It is
managed under contract. The City of Greater Bendigo’s Livestock Exchange is 15 years old and struggling.
The table over the page summarises key points raised by interviewees at each Council. Of note is:
·

The proximity and number of saleyards impacts the ability to attract numbers which was said to be
ultimately under the control of agents - the saleyards in question are owned by other councils not the
agents.

·

Between 7 and 10 agents use each saleyard (Elders, Ruralco/Roberts and Landmark feature).

·

Despite running for 5 years, the newly developed facility at Echuca has not been amortised anywhere
near expectation - Council believe they grossly overcapitalised.

A schedule of fees volunteered by the Bendigo Livestock Exchange is provided in Appendix 1.
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Table 2. Notes from Victorian Saleyards
Name
Location

Echuca & District Livestock Exchange

Bendigo Livestock Exchange

Shepparton Regional Saleyards

Echuca

Huntly

Shepparton

(221km, 2.82 hrs from Melbourne)

(162 km, 2hrs from Melbourne)

(189km, 2.25hrs from Melbourne)

$75,579,000

$147,573,000

$99,058,782

38,981

104,192

59,972

Key Statistics
Council Revenue FY 2011
Population
Sales and stock throughput

Capacity to do 2,000 head per sale. Used to
achieve this number in 2007 but now
typically 1,000 head per sale (fortnightly).
But it is very consistent – not a lot of
variance. 33,000 head of cattle last financial
year.
They only do cattle, plus one sale a month
where they also do horses – about 1,300 per
annum.

Weekly sale – prime sheep and lambs

Sell 100,000 cattle per annum

Weekly sale – prime cattle

300,000 sheep per annum but dropping
rapidly

Fortnightly sale of pigs

30-40,000 bobbly calves

Fortnightly sale of Bobby Calves
Monthly sale – Store Cattle

Goulburn Valley is running fewer sheep than
it ever has. The sheep farmers are all in their
70’s, and most lambs are now going direct.

Monthly sale – Poultry

Sell 1M sheep and lambs per annum, 15,000 cattle
They attract stock from a wide distance
because the facilities are so good. Even some
from central NSW.

Agents preferences can have a big
influence – there’s 6 or 7 sale yards in
100km radius. Big ones like Shepparton
and Bendigo also not that far away. So
while they could do an extra sale, it would
be too hard to attract numbers.
Kerang is thinking of closing their
saleyards. If that happens Kyabram might
move to a weekly sale to try to pick up
some of their numbers.
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Name

Echuca & District Livestock Exchange

Bendigo Livestock Exchange

Shepparton Regional Saleyards

Facilities

Have been in place since 2007 – old
facilities just couldn’t cut it anymore. New
facilities very modern. Fully undercover.
Drafting system in place which gets great
feedback (put in more recently although
allowed for it in the original design).

Current yards built about 15 years ago. They were
purpose built and are right next to the Sewage
Treatment plant (convenient for disposal of
effluent).

The yards have been there “for ever” but have
been extensively upgraded over time.

Staffing

Janine has oversight of all Council
Enterprises. They have a FT Manager of the
Sales Exchange, plus a FT general hand
and then some casuals (e.g. 2 office people
on sales days who do all the processing of
sales into the computers). A council officer
does their invoicing.

Manager livestock exchange

Jock has a contract on behalf of Council to run
the facility. He won it in the Kennett years
with the big move to Competitive Tendering.
Jock has now won 3 or 4 of these contracts
with a new tender going out soon. He has 10
staff – 3 Full Time, plus Jock plus casuals.

Full time maintenance supervisor
A part time maintenance person - 2 days a week
Plus casuals on sale day

Council pays utilities and pays contract fee for
the staff (Jocks team). Because it’s run by a
private company under contract, financial
information is not so forthcoming as for the
other yards.
Nature of service provision

Pretty much the same as Tasmania, with
the most notable exception being that they
process all sales data into the computer
system.

Similar facilities, but much more modern
and streamlined.
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the Agents control the stock throughput and the
auction process.

The facilities include the saleyards, live weight
scales, truck wash and canteen.
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Name
Income generation

Echuca & District Livestock Exchange

Bendigo Livestock Exchange

Shepparton Regional Saleyards

There are about 7 or 8 regular agents who
all pay a fee to attend the sales, and then
also pay the fee per head.

Agents pay a fee. 7 agents. Council charges a flat
fee per sale – agents pay a proportion of that flat
fee based on the stock numbers they put through
the sale.

There are 6 agents for cattle and four for sheep.
The cattle agents are the three big ones (Elders,
Ruralco and Landmark) and then there are 3
privates.

Also Yard Dues – Agents collect from those
selling at the Sale, and pass on to Council.

Agents pay a stand up fee for each sale (a flat
fee) and then a price per head (not much –
only about 20c), and then yard dues which are
passed on to the producers.

The agents also have offices on site at the
saleyards and pay rent for these offices.
Key financial data

Year just finished about $425k. Consistent
in recent years in the low $400’s.

Sheep sales down by 20,000 over last year.
Turnover about $1.1M pa.

Spend about $160k on salary and wages,
and $120k on materials.

No real trend – been running at a loss for years.
Would be profitable if not for internal Council
charges. Council internal charges total about
$300k pa of which $190k is rent for the site. $50k is
internal HR charges (for 2.5 people!!)

They would be profitable if only included
the operating costs. But the $7M facility
costs them about $160k p.a. in interest, has
a big depreciation expense… and then they
also get charged a proportion of Council
overheads. These things take them well
into a loss.

Council spent about $7M on creating the
facility. They believe they hugely
overcapitalised. And are also hampered by
its limited capacity.
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Income wasn’t disclosed.

Council run it as a profitable business – they
would make $30 or $40k profit from it each
MONTH. Council ploughs this profit back into
upgrading the facilities at the Saleyards. So 10
years ago they put on roofs and soft standing.
They capture all the water off the roof to use
for watering stock, cleaning, etc. More recently
they’ve upgraded the scales to make weighing
quicker. And they’ve spent heaps on animal
welfare.
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Name
Future viability

Echuca & District Livestock Exchange

Bendigo Livestock Exchange

Shepparton Regional Saleyards

Saleyards may never be profitable on a
purely financial basis. To date Council
have been happy to run them at a small
loss given the other benefits the yards
provide to the community. These haven’t
been quantified and the community have
never been fussed by them – they’ve never
questioned why Council run the saleyards
and why they run at a loss. Some
Councillors now starting to – particularly
the newer ones.

Doing a review of Saleyard capital requirements
for the next ten years. Not a huge amount of
spending is required which is good. They will
probably increase the proportion of the site under
cover. Downside of having too much of place
under cover is that it can become noisy and cold.
Bendigo not completely under cover but quite a
bit is. Will also fix some parking issues e.g. B
Doubles can’t easily access one part of the
saleyard complex. There’s likely to be a new
Livestock Management Act which will increase
obligations re. animal welfare, shelter etc. Plus
there’ll be the usual maintenance.

They aren’t really a service to the community
anymore. The financial return is the only real
benefit.

The Saleyards don’t meet the Competitive
Neutrality provisions – if they were
expected to also make a 10% return (which
is likely) then they are even further away
from being financial viable. This is the
current priority (competitive neutrality).

They review the performance of their
enterprises annually.

It is loss making – private enterprise
wouldn’t be interested. It’s the Council or
no one in terms of who would run it.
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Today’s Victorian Stock and Land newspaper
had articles about the smaller yards struggling
and being closed and the move towards Super
Saleyards.
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Name

Echuca & District Livestock Exchange

Bendigo Livestock Exchange

Other

This Council has more than twice the $
turnover of Killafaddy. Spends about
$280k on wages and services (Launceston
is not that far behind!).

Believes Swan Hill and Hamilton are presently
conducting reviews of their Saleyards.

Replacing saleyards with more modern
facilities is a very expensive exercise – one
which significantly increases ongoing costs
without necessarily achieving additional
income.

In her own Council there is review being done –
Saleyards are not Core Business (nor are Child
Care Centres etc.) – so questioning why Council
are involved. Quite possible the yards will get
sold. They will still continue to operate, so the
community benefit will continue, but Council will
miss out on recouping their internal charges. If
privatised the fees are likely to rise which will
result in lower throughput and likely to lead to
increased direct sales.

A feasibility study conducted 15 years ago when
they decided to establish the (then new) Saleyards
found that the economic value of the Saleyards to
the local community was between $70-80M p.a.

The staffing levels in comparison to the income
again suggests that Launceston is probably
overstaffed. Although the difference may be that
the age of Killafaddy saleyard meaning it requires
greater maintenance.
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3. 4. 2 O P T I M I S A T I O N

A ND

CAPITALISATION

Optimisation of Killafaddy Saleyard can be achieved on volume or quality throughput.
The saleyard has throughput capacity per (weekly sale) of 6,600 sheep and 810 cattle or 1,260 store cattle
(which is not out of scale compared to mainland saleyards).
According to one major agent the saleyard is now operating at around 15% capacity for sheep and 19% for
cattle.
Why and when this decline occurred is important to understand. Based on analyses of information gathered
in this review the following are implicated as contributors:
2007

The closure of Blue Ribbon abattoir adjacent the Killafaddy Saleyard.

2007

Disclosure in the media (“Crunch Time for Saleyards”, Tasmanian Country, September - see
full text in Appendix 2.1) the Killafaddy Saleyards were in decline and subject to review by
Council in 2008.

2009

End of almost a decade long drought in Tasmania.

Unknown

diminishing competition in saleyards facilitating a search for alternative sales methods
(resulting in processors taking the lead).

Taking Killafaddy income and profitability as lead indicators of throughput at Killafaddy Saleyard
demonstrates that the 2007 closure of the abattoir and media report had no immediate impact. In fact, in the
same year the saleyard’s income and profitability recorded the highest peak since FY 2004/05.
A decline in income and profitability at the saleyard started in FY 08/09 coinciding with the end of the
drought and a return to positive build up in stocks, peaking in FY 09/10 for both sheep and beef - the year
after sheep stocks decreased sharply whilst beef remained static.
In the same year as the saleyard’s decrease in income and profit (FY 08/09) the search for alternative methods
of sale by producers is evident with a peak in use recorded for sales methods other than saleyard auction for
sheep in FY 08/09. The following year (FY 09/10) the same peak in use of alternative sales methods recorded
for beef shadowing further erosion in Killafaddy Saleyard’s income and profit.
The search for alternate sales methods are evident in the following summary tables.

Table 3. Summary Table - shifting preferences for sheep sales FY08 to FY11
FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

FY 10/11

1.

Auction (49%)

1.

Processors (33%)

1.

Auction (49%)

1.

Processors (64%)

2.

Processors (28%)

2.

Paddocks (26%)

2.

Paddocks (21%)

2.

Paddocks (15%)

3.

Paddocks (14%)

3.

Auction (23%)

3.

Processors (17%)

3.

Auction (10%)
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Table 4. Summary Table - shifting preference for beef sales FY08 to FY11
FY 07/08

FY 08/09

FY 09/10

FY 10/11

1.

Auction (48%)

1.

Auction (42%)

1.

Paddocks (39%)

1.

Processors (46%)

2.

Processors (29%)

2.

Processors (33%)

2.

Processors (38%)

2.

Paddocks (34%)

3.

Paddocks (12%)

3.

Paddocks (21%)

3.

Auction (23%)

3.

Auction (19%)

Source: ABARE Economics

Based on the foregoing analyses, if the search for alternate sales methods was facilitated by buildup in stocks
one would anticipate greater throughput of stock via saleyards not the opposite - thus meeting the requisite
for volume sales at auction - favoured by and in the interests of agents.
The perception that saleyards are not competitive, coupled with reports of the closure of the only
independent saleyard in Tasmania may well have facilitated a search for alternatives. It is assumed, after
almost a decade long drought, that producers would be seeking to quickly to claw back losses sustained over
a protracted period of time.
As discussed previously a large volume of stock at auction does not necessarily favour sellers who may
achieve lower prices as a result; it does favour agents because they can amortise their costs against higher
turnover. The mechanism by which this impasse can be resolved is to have more than one agent dominating
an auction which introduces competition for the sellers business - this currently only occurs at Killafaddy
Saleyard.
The question of whether Killafaddy Saleyard is optimized is difficult to answer - not only because of climatic
fluctuation and competitive dynamics extraneous to the Saleyard but also because of public anticipation of
its closure. These things raise the question of whether the past 3 or so years of trading is actually
representative of the saleyard’s performance.

3. 4. 2. 1 W H A T C A N B E I M P R O V E D

AT

KILLAFA DDY

The following summary of improvements and opportunities to raise revenue were signaled by interviewees
for Killafaddy Saleyards:
·

Increase the number of sale days and times - this translates to having more days reserved for sales
(which also offer flexibility to agents who wish to sell large lots which may clash with a weekly sale).

·

Have more differentiated sales per week - encompassing store cattle, pigs, mutton, cows, bulls etc.
There is also an opportunity to plug into the quality positioning of Tasmanian beef currently “owned”
by processors - essentially “quality” beef sales could be conducted monthly which can be promoted as
such to draw buyers.
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·

Sharing resources with major agents - in particular sharing staff who load, offload and ping10 stock - if
shared between the agents they would decrease their costs at the saleyard (and perhaps not be so stuck
on achieving volume).

·

Provide value-added services to offset fee increases - for example, provide weighing and unloading and
classing and penning under the auspices of the saleyard so agents just book in the livestock and then sell
them. (Council are not perceived to be doing a lot on sale day, thus the fee is currently considered too
high by some).

·

More efficient methods of livestock handling and throughput -

Eliminate cattle pens and have auctioneers in grandstands overlooking the weighbridge so beasts
would be sold as lot numbers or individually; sheep would still be sold as a pen. The cattle could
thus be sold on the spot as they arrive rather than being classed and penned and sold by the lot.

·

Having fewer touch points or end of points for the cattle to reduce handling and movement.

Physical re-structuring -

Install soft floors throughout (rubber or bark) to eliminate cattle becoming stressed due to foot
injuries.

·

-

Separate car parks for animal transport and cars; better turning for trucks.

-

Provide undercover facilities (including parking) so there are sheltered areas for livestock.

Review the fee structure - whilst there was thought to be considerable room to move, unless there is a
value-add to services there may be a strong backlash. It may be prudent to speak with saleyards on the
mainland given the situation with saleyard ownership in Tasmania. It may also be prudent to speak
with management and intermediary firms such as the Livestock Exchange Consultancy who conduct
saleyard audits.

·

Review and proactively negotiate costs and terms - especially with Ben Lomond Water.

·

Review the canteen - quality of product was said to be incompatible with prices charged.

·

Proactively manage media relations and marketing rather than be placed in a defensive position.

·

Create a marketing fund - in recognition of the Launceston City Council contributing value to other
Councils in Northern Tasmania, producers and agents.

·

Generate alterative use revenue - from agistment to holding farm gate events.

“Pinging” refers to the use of a barcode reader which is installed on the end of a stick or prod allowing
reading of tags on beasts from a distance and also electronic data capture.
10
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3. 4. 3 K I L L A F A D D Y S A L E Y A R D S C O N T R I B U T I O N

The Killafaddy Saleyard is a vital link in Livestock trade in Tasmania and more specifically the Northern
region of the state. By all indications its closure would create negative sentiment (the words “fury” and
“outrage” were used by interviewees), although the gravity of it remains an unknown.
Views on the impact the saleyard has on Council ranged from it being a reputational risk to the saleyard
being a conduit to score points in favour of Council.
The saleyard draws to it between 40 and 70 people per week (i.e. buyers and sellers). This review did not
include a survey of these users which could establish, definitively, their visitation patterns and incidental
spend before and after patronage of the saleyards - this would allow accurate calculation of the multiplier
effects, if any, the saleyard had on the local economy.
The saleyards were believed to generate employment for 60 to 70 people including auxiliary support services
(truck drivers etc.), added to which was 10 to 12 people employed by each major agent for each sale per
week.
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By: BRUCE MOUNSTER, Tasmanian Country, SEP 28, 2007
Database: Australia/New Zealand Reference Centre

Crunch time for sale yards
A DECISION on the future of Killafaddy saleyards is likely early next
year.
Launceston Council residential and leisure services director Rod Sweetman
said Killafaddy had been included in a review of the council's
entire operations.
``A few things haven't been done yet, one of those is Killafaddy yards,''
he said.
It is no secret that yardings have been declining in the past 10 years
as new modes of selling have kicked in.
Anonymous phone callers to Tasmanian Country have recently been less
than optimistic.
Mr Sweetman said an examination of costs, benefits and options to
improve income was scheduled for January-February next year.
OVER a period of years many things have changed and evolved. Livestock
sales are no exception. Places such as Killafaddy have been
losing their place as an outlet for sales of prime stock. The steady
decline has been taking place over many years.
Thirty years ago Launceston had 15 butcher shops in the two main streets,
each suburb had at least one butcher shop, and there were
many small abattoirs. In fact, butchering was an lucrative trade.
Most old hands can remember one particular butcher coming into the
saleyards in his brand new Rolls Royce. This was in a period when
people drove around in Morris Minors.
Most suburban butcher shops have closed their doors and in the inner
city all the butcher shops have gone.
Small abattoirs are becoming a thing of the past. The two large supermarket
chains have 80 per cent of the retail meat trade, plus
there are two export processors and a smattering of small abattoirs
spread throughout the state doing domestic kills.
This has resulted in a small buying group. Supermarkets seem to have
a policy of not buying through saleyards.
This policy alone has taken enormous competition out of the market
and added to this is the fact that one supermarket buyer buys more
stock than dozens of the defunct small butchers did.
This, along with the rationalisation in the processing industry, means
we now find very limited competition at livestock auctions like
Killafaddy.
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An auction must have more than one buyer to make the system work.
Killafaddy was a thriving selling centre, bobby calves and pigs were
traded in large numbers. Tuesday was for prime stock and Wednesday
was for mutton, cows and bulls.
With scales and over-the-hooks selling becoming more prominent one
can only wonder about the future of sales such as Killafaddy. This
may even affect stock agents.
To me, saleyards and agents have a lot to offer the industry, in so
far as that if the prices here drop too far agents will seek markets
elsewhere. And they ensure payment.
How many times have producers been burnt with bankruptcy of a processor?
Killafaddy also has a rich history. People go to have a gossip and
listen to the not-so-old timers like Bevan Lee, David Perry and
Allan Lang. They can have people in stitches when telling of the
most amazing happenings around the town.
I sometimes wonder if time hasn't stretched the stories. However they
are still wonderful.
My feeling is that people must realise domestic competition is invaluable
to Tasmania's livestock viability now and into the future.
It is interesting to read and hear comments on ideas that are floated.
Tracing the meat coming into the state may not be possible under free
trade between states.
Surely tracing that makes importers responsible does not impair free
trade. Reading and documenting bar codes on imported boxed meat
means boxed meat can be tracked within minutes from source to destination.
How many people rely on hand-written invoices? The time has come for
those people to catch up with technology.
If producers are forced into new technology then they have the right
to expect this technology to go right through the whole chain
from paddock to plate.
Let's hope this is not a case of ``do as we say not do as we do''.
LIVESTOCK agent Landmark returned to Killafaddy saleyards this week.
The company pulled out of Killafaddy in November saying the yards
didn't meet the company's national safety standards.
Manager David Rann said Landmark was happy with saleyard owner Launceston
City Council's changed penning arrangements.
The yard's rear pens, which are in a better condition than the forward
pens are now filled first.
And the council has agreed to repair some rails and gates.
TASMANIA's meat and livestock industry needs a new broom through its
saleyard system, say two industry leaders.
Veteran stock agent Ian Richards and Elders livestock manager Ben
Grubb joined forces this week in calling for an end to small regional
yards and advocating just two modern centres to serve the state.
Mr Grubb said small regional saleyards, including Launceston's Killafaddy,
were no longer viable.
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``They are ineffective as a medium for price setting,'' he said. ``If
we don't have rationalisation soon, then we will only have producers
sending stock direct to the works, believing they are getting
the highest price, or sending them over the water.''
Mr Richards, whose livestock marketing business merged with Landmark
a year ago, said reports of livestock industries being in terminal
decline were exaggerated.
People should cut the negative talk and make the most of slow times
to fix and modernise the industry, he said.
Saleyards were far from obsolete as venues for clearing finished stock
as well as stores, he said. The majority of prime stock was
still sold at saleyards in Victoria and NSW, he said, but those yards
were large by Tasmanian standards.
Mr Richards and Mr Grubb both said finished stock sales should be
concentrated at just two sites:
* Powranna, to serve southern, northern and north-eastern districts;
and
*

A greenfield site at Heybridge to serve the North-West.

Mr Richards said large yardings at centralised yards would keep costs
down and attract buyers.
``Compared to anywhere on the mainland, the 40km between Killafaddy
and Powranna is nothing,'' he said.
Powranna could also serve Southern Tasmania's cattle sales trade,
he said.
Mr Richards said he initiated a proposal seven years ago to rationalise
North-West saleyards, replacing Quoiba and Cooee with a new
central yard.
That proposal has been handed to Cradle Coast Authority to pursue.
The authority's Roger Jaensch was unavailable for comment.
Northern rationalisation could be triggered early next year, when
Launceston City Council declares its intentions for Killafaddy.
But Mr Richards said closure of Killafaddy was not a fait accompli.
The yards were still a valuable clearing station and an abrupt closure
would provoke outrage.
Mr Grubb said Elders would not support the closure of Killafaddy until
plans for a satisfactory alternative were in place.
He called for talks with Launcestion City Council involving agents
and Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers Association.
Roberts livestock manager Chris Taylor said the state's largest livestock
marketer supported rationalisation in principle, but not
at any cost.
``We would very much need to have demonstrated, that that is what
clients want,'' Mr Taylor said.
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----------Tasmanian cattle producers are stepping up their efforts to have stock weighed
and the information displayed before sale.
Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers Association meat council chairman, Brett Hall,
says the state is lagging behind mainland saleyards and not giving buyers
essential information to bid with confidence.
He says the Killafaddy, Quoiba and Bridgewater saleyards all have the
infrastructure to do it now, but some agents are resisting change.
"The producers get paid for what they produce and the buyers can use the weight
to determine how long that livestock is going to take to get finished and what
sort of rations it's going to take," he says.
"Knowing how much is paid for and received at the saleyard per kilogram allows
producers to determine their cost of production.
"It's a win-win for everybody."
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